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Cruisin' the Caspian Play
System

MSRP $24,766.00
SALE $19,051.00

Highlights:
Slides spread equally across the system
Ground level panels to aid imaginative play
Works for both older and younger school
aged children
Maxes out at a 5-foot slide for enough height
without worrying parents

Age Group: 5 to 12 years
Capacity: 38-45
Fall Height: 84"
Use Zone: 34' 3" x 38' 9"

COMPLIES With:
ASTM F1487-17
CPSC PUB #325

ADA Compliant

Bring the adventure from out of the wardrobe onto the playground with the Cruisin’ the Caspian Play System. Styled
to hold adventures worthy of the original voyage without the fear of the edge of the world. Elementary school
children will be delighted with four immediate access points that all require different intensities of climbing. The
Transfer Station allows for everyone that wants to play a chance to play making this structure ADA compliant. The
Arched Snake Climber provides children with a slight slope as they climb up the ladder. The arch-shape helps gravity
to work with the climber especially as they near the structure. The Spiral Climber provides a completely vertical
approach for a quick ascension. For those that are ready for a real challenge, the Overhead Straight Snake Ladder
forces children to work against the full effects of gravity and their own body weight which is even more rewarding for
them when they reach the main structure. For those that just want to hang out, the Overhead Straight Swinging Rings
are a playground classic that any child will be mesmerized by. As kids land on the structure they will be presented
with tubes and slides galore for to explore. Choose colors to bring out the adventure when picking any of our custom
colors. Set sail for the edge of the planet on the Cruisin’ the Caspian Play System.


